Astro Gann Understanding Financial Astrology

Below is a primer on the important things to know about astrology and how the planets effect prices. This will enable a trader to use the Ephemris and Gann Square of Nine more efficiently.

"God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise” Bible phrase

1) Position of planets at Open = character of the Day
2) 1st planet to make Aspect to: Ascendant, Mid Heaven, Descendant, or Nadir = turn if price is not at support/resistance zone it will move there
3) Later in day as planet transits Asc, MH, Des, Nadir = turn
4) Pay attention at these intra day hit points
5) Watch where Price is going = Planet in charge

Mid Heaven is where sun will be at noon
Ascendant is where sun is at dawn
Descendant is where sun is at sunset
Nadir is opposite of Mid Heaven but on the opposite side of the Earth

Zodiac: 12 Star Groups with own character. They do not change position as planets do (pay attention when 7 planets in one Zodiac). Signs effect prices (see books by Jensen & Llewlyn)
Strength starts on left at 270 goes counterclockwise. Each is 2 hrs or 30 degrees.
Strongest to the weakest are: 1, 10, 7, 4, 11, 8, 9, 12, 2, 3, 5, 6, which are the hours 8-10AM, Midnight-2AM, 6-8PM, Noon-2PM, 2-4AM, 8-10PM, 10-Midnight, 4-6AM, 10-Noon, 2-4PM, 4-6PM. During trading hour the strengths are 9, 10, 4, 11 (note; 4= Noon-2PM). The Zodiac are strong to weak: Aries, Capricorn, Libra, Cancer, Aquarius, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Pisces, Taurus, Gemini, Leo, Virgo.

Houses: Not useful for Financial Market Timing

Planets:
Mercury causes swift moves
Venus attracts price
Mars adds energy +/- and connects inner planets to outer planets
Jupiter is Bull
Saturn stabilizes and depresses
Uranus is volatile
Neptune is tricky but up trend when transits natal planets
Pluto is explosive
Hot Planets are those aligned with Natal Planets
Retrograde motion makes effect of planet more powerful and takes several days.

Inner Planets: Mercury, Venus, Mars, effect short term prices
Outer Planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto effect long term prices and short term in Aspect

Aspects (angles between planets on ephemeris graph) are most important principal

**Hard Aspects** are 360/2 = 180 or 360/4 = 90 or 360/0 = 0 cause CIT (change in trend)
0 degrees conjunction blends into one
90 degrees square causes stress energy is at odds to each other
180 degrees opposition causes stress in harmonious but less so than square
270 degrees square causes stress is most difficult and things do not work
Soft Aspects are 360/3 = 120 or 360/6 = 60 cause support of trend and harmony
60 degrees sextile stability and inertia in position
120 degrees Trine continuation not turn point

# Aspects per day: <3 or >14 the <3 larger astro cycle take hold, .14 the dominant aspect takes over
Normal day has 8 +/- aspects
Major Aspects effects seen in 3 to 10 days and can last 10 weeks and are CIT 50% of the time

Characterization of Aspects Effects on Price
Square 90 and 270 are Weak
Opposition 180 is Weak
Trine 120 and 240 is Strong
Sextile 60 and 300 is Strong
Conjunction 0 is Strong

Complex Astros have long lasting effects and require interpretation
Stellium is 4+ planets conjunct as in the Market Hi of 8-24-87
Grand Cross & T Square planets 90 n & 180 angle as in 10-24-2000
Grand Trine is 3 planets trine to make equal lateral triangle as on 7-24-97
Yod (Finder of God) is sextile of 2 planets plus opposition planet as on 11-17-97

Long Term cycle is dominated by Sun (Helio)
Turning Points are transits of natal chart (sun transit natal node)
Day Trading influenced by Exchange + Moon + Mercury
Position Trading influenced by Sun + Mercury + Pluto
Gann Death Line is outer planets trine or square
Combust is Mercury Sun and Earth in conjunction and/or opposition (Eclipses are special case)

**Moon**

Moon cycle is 118 days and is composed of the moon phases of 29.7 days each
This Lunar cycle is both Lunar and Planetary

Moon’s effect on the S&P price
Full moon is positive as reflects suns energy to earth = more energy
Quarter Moon shows price pattern repeat in 8 day cycle of quarter Moon
New Moon is negative as moon between sun and earth so traps energy
Two Moon Day is up and down day or one way and is when moon is 90, 180, 270, 0
As the Moon rotates it crosses all the planets in 30 days and all the S&P Natal planets which can cause spikes.
Pluto Moon work together
Mars Moon causes decline
Mercury above Moon flux repels price
Mercury below Moon Flux supports price
Exchange to Moon 0 - 90 -180 - 270 see where price is

Market Time for Day Trading

**Moon** cycle is 8 to 10 days
S&P cycle is 3 days
6 hrs is ¼ of day and 8th harmonic
4 hrs is 1/6 of day and 6th harmonic
3 hrs is 1/8 of day and 4th harmonic

Outer Planets and their effects

**Jupiter** the Bull to prices
Changes zodiac sign prices go up or down
Saturn - Jupiter form long term 12 year cycle
Mars - Jupiter effects stocks and bonds in 3-5 days and lasts 7-21 days
Lunar effect with Mars - Jupiter more powerful
Uranus - Jupiter watch closely as takes 2 month to effect market
Venus - Jupiter effects gold
Mercury - Jupiter effects wheat if heliocentric 90 - 180 = top

Saturn the Bear to prices
Long term prices of 12 years trend Saturn - Jupiter form together
Uranus effects long term trend of Saturn this is the major Economic Cycle
Mars and Saturn effect Cattle Prices

**Uranus** effects short term prices in aspect to inner planets and long term in aspect to outer planets

**Venus** geocentric positive is conjunction & Trine, Negative is opposition and square

**Saturn** effects long term trend

**Mars** effects Swiss Franc immediately and lasts sever weeks
Venus - Uranus sq (see Venus above for effect)
Uranus effects foreign currency

**Neptune**
Seen as price low or high on daily chart

**Pluto** causes explosions
Venus aspects effects gold in 2 days to last 5 to 10 day
Moon and Pluto work together

Inner Planets and Their Effects

Mercury flux line repels price if above and supports price if below (see moon) and conjunct or opposite another planet is daily inversion
Combust or Fireball when conjunct Sun - Venus + Lunar event
Conjunct hello Jupiter or Saturn effect Wheat
Mercury Venus as rising sign is a CIT
Moon - Mars cross aspects Mars is restraint to Moon so Dn prices
Direct to retrograde, retrograde to direct effects soybeans
Sign change effect T bonds
**Venus**
Combust and fireballs mercury - Venus + Lunar
Pluto Venus effects Gold
Jupiter Venus effects Gold
Uranus Venus effects S&P Strong = Conjunct & Trine; weak = opposition and square

**Mars** 2 yr cycle harmonics 30 degrees = 12 harmonics
Jupiter effect stock & bonds in 2 days lasts 5 - 10 days
Uranus and effect Swiss Frank
Saturn and effect cattle

Asteroids

Chiron causes erratic effect and fast runs.
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